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I 

 

Abstract 

After more than two decades’ development, modern mobile cellular networks now 

have almost approached to the commercial level of fourth generation communication 

networks. For each of the mobile solutions, there are special attributes but also 

similarities compared to the other competitive solutions. We can also find 

relationships between the old generation solutions and the inheritors or innovations.    

During the communicating session using any kind of existing mobile handset, the 

handover procedure is a very important one that may effect connection quality and 

also the phone call continuity. Nowadays, the mobile cellular networks have a trend 

to interact with LAN networks.   They will co-exist and work together to support 

higher data rate over a wider coverage. Seamless handover proposals like Unlicensed 

Mobile Access (UMA) can support the heterogeneous handover between Global 

System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and Wireless (Wi-Fi) Network.  Several 

Media Independent Handover (MIH) proposals can handle the vertical handover in 

the hybrid mobile data network environment such like between wireless local area 

network (WLAN) and Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) by 

different solutions.    

 

Keywords  

wireless system, cellular network, heterogeneous wireless networks, system 

architecture , interworking , vertical handover 
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1 Introduction and Retrospection  
 

In the modern world, people communicate with each other more and more tightly because 

of all kinds of advanced communication solutions. Traditional telephone can not satisfy 

the growing demands in an informational fast pace society. The Mobile phone makes the 

user be able to initiate or receive a voice call from anywhere within the service coverage. 

Messages can be sent by just flipping the keyboard. Things become more instantly to be 

solved via a cell phone or a laptop within an IP based wireless network. But for the 

cellular network and the wireless solutions themselves, the way they passed by was not 

that easy. All of these have gone through a long term development, and are still on their 

way to go forward.           

The cellular concept was invented by Bell Laboratories. However, the first commercial 

analog voice system was introduced in Stockholm in October 1981. The first generation 

analog cordless phone and cellular systems became popular using the design based on a 

standard known as Advanced Mobile Phone Services (AMPS). Similar standards were 

developed around the world including Total Access Communication System (TACS), 

Nordic Mobile Telephone (NMT) 450, and NMT 900 in Europe; European Total Access 

Communication System (ETACS) in the United Kingdom; C-450 in Germany; and 

Nippon Telephone and Telegraph (NTT), JTACS, and NTACS in Japan. [1] 

 

In contrast to the first-generation analog systems, second-generation systems are designed 

to use digital transmission. These systems include the Pan-European Global System for 

Mobile Communications (GSM) and DCS 1800 systems, North American dual-mode 

cellular system Interim Standard (IS)-54, North American IS-95 system, and Japanese 

personal digital cellular (PDC) system [2]. For the latter existing or laboratory level 

cellular systems, we will study particularly in the coming chapter.  
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On the wireless system side, the prevailing wisdom is that without the cluster of wired 

connection to consumer equipment, Internet access will be more convenient and enjoyable. 

So Wi-Fi system was standard and has been implemented all over the world right now. 

Further research for compatible innovated solutions are still going such like Worldwide 

Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) and Mobile Broadband Wireless Access 

(MBWA). 

 

Currently, the focus of the research and design relating to cellular and wireless networks 

are mainly on the third and fourth generation communication. We will give our 

introduction to various kinds of cellular solutions in Chapter 2. In Chapter 2, system 

architectures and properties will be mentioned such as modulation technique and 

bandwidths e.g.. These systems which have genetic connection will be discussed together. 

The organization of Chapter 2 attempts to follow the chronological sequence of the 

wireless and cellular communication developments. In here, it also means to follow the 

sequence of advancements. 

 

In Chapter 3, numerical data collection and analysis between the systems are applied. 

Parameters are classified from different aspects.  We researched the Internet access 

methods, radio technique, throughput, frequencies, spectrum type, and spectrum efficiency. 

If Chapter 2 tries to explain the system “vertically” by introducing them individually, the 

third chapter would be the “horizontal” comparison from another angle.  

In cellular and wireless communication, the handover refers to the process of transferring 

an ongoing call or data session from one channel connected to the core network to another. 

During the connecting period, handover is very important since mobile terminals are not 

in stable positions. They always move forward or toward to the home stations and the 

same cases are true about the substitute stations. We discuss the handover mechanisms in 

UMTS, WiMAX, Wi-Fi system in Chapter 4. We give a panorama of the procedures and 

the organizations inside each handover mechanism. Handover characteristics for every 

mobile system are presented with details.     
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Now and in the future, the interaction between WLAN and cellular network in a wide area 

will become extremely frequent. Hybrid system will be the most popular solution in the 

coming future to support IP packets based data communication. Due to this reason, 

handovers between heterogeneous networks in communication field will be most 

interesting to be researched. Chapter 5 presents a handover solution between Wi-Fi system 

and GSM network. Handover procedures and mobility aspects will be discussed, and 

industrial implementations and practical experiences will also be mentioned.   

 

Chapters 6, 7, 8 will focus on the vertical handover between next generation cellular 

network and wireless network (Wi-Fi mainly). We studied on several proposals. Each of 

them comes up with the idea from a different way.  Chapters 7 and 8 discuss TCP and 

SCTP proposals for media impendent handover. Structures and principles will be 

mentioned. Some simulation result and comparisons are commented on.      
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2 General Introduction to Wireless and Mobile Systems 
 

2.1 WLAN 

 

IEEE802.11 is a standard radio technology used for wireless local area networks. This 

standard was developed by the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers). It 

is composed of several standards adapting for different radio frequencies: most common 

used 802.11b is a standard for wireless LAN using the 2.4 GHz spectrum with a maximum 

data rate of 11 Mbps. 

Since Wi-Fi networks can support a decent high data rate, its network is mostly preferred  

in such hotspots and public areas like airports, hotels and where people gather. Special 

Wi-Fi networks may need to be manually configured and authentication performed to get 

access similar to activate local cable networks. 

 

      Figure  2.1: Typical IEEE 802.11 Configuration in Infrastructure Mode [3] 
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2.2 2G and 2.75G Mobile Systems 

 

General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) 

 

GPRS is a packet based wireless communication service designed for continuous 

connection to the Internet for portable terminals such as 2.5G cell phones and laptops. 

Qualified data rate (56Kbps up to 114 Kbps) support the users to join in video-conferences 

and browse multimedia Web sites. GPRS is based on GSM (Global System for Mobile 

Communications) and complements existing services such as circuit-switched cellular 

phone connections and the Short Message Service (SMS). Figure 2.2 illustrates the 

network topology in an GPRS system. 

 

                             Figure  2.2 GPRS transfer data to Internet [4] 
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2.75G Enhanced Data Rates for Global Evolution (EDGE) 

 

EDGE in GSM enhances existing GPRS/GSM infrastructure and increases speeds up to 

384kbps.EDGE is able to use existing GSM/GPRS frequency bands (800,900,1800 and 

1900MHz) to generate a compatible transmit speed and compliance with IMT-2000. 

GPRS and EDGE have the same symbol throughput rate the former one represents a bit 

via 1 symbol. EDGE triples the bit rate by using a modulation technique called 8-phase 

shift keying (8PSK) and 9 different coding schemes. Although EDGE is considered as a 

3G network technology, it is generally classified as the informal standard 2.75G due to its 

slower network speed. EDGE can be used for any packet switched application like an 

Internet connection. High-speed video services and other multimedia applications can be 

run through EDGE due to the qualified data capacity. 

 

2.3 The Third Generation of Mobile Systems  

 

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) 

 

UMTS is one of the third-generation cell phone technologies. The most common form of 

UMTS now uses W-CDMA as the underlying air interface. It is standardized by the 3GPP, 

one of the European solutions to fulfill the ITU IMT-2000 requirements for 3G cellular 

radio systems. 

UMTS seeks to build on and extend the capacity of existing mobile cordless and satellite 

technologies by enlarging the data transmission rate and a far greater range of services 

using an innovative radio access scheme and an enhanced evolving core network. 
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Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (W-CDMA) 

W-CDMA is a type of 3G cellular network. Technically, it is a wideband spread-spectrum 

air interface. Together with UMTS it represents a complete 3G protocol standard. W-

CDMA utilizes the direct sequence Code Division Multiple Access signalling method to 

offer a higher speed and support more users than 2G networks. 

In W-CDMA, the radio channels are 5MHz wide and the chip rate is 3.84 Mcps. W-

CDMA supports two basic modes of frequency division and time division and uses the 

multicode transmission. The current systems use frequency division, one frequency for 

uplink and one for downlink. For time division in UMTS, fifteen slots are used per radio 

frame. W-CDMA supports inter-cell asynchronous operation. It has variable mission on a 

10ms basis. Adaptive power control in this network is based on Signal-to- Interference 

Ratio. Multiuser detection and smart antennas are implemented to increase the capacity 

and coverage.  Soft handover, softer handover and hard handover between different cells 

appear in this system, depending on different network conditions. Since the handover is 

another main issue in this paper, we will mention more details in later chapters. From an 

engineering point of view, W-CDMA provides a different balance of costs versus capacity, 

performance, and density. The goal is to achieve a benefit of reduced cost for video phone 

handsets to suit dense cities all around the world. 

 CDMA2000 

 

CDMA2000 is a hybrid 2.5G/3G protocol of mobile telecommunications standards that 

uses Code division multiple access (CDMA) scheme. CDMA2000 is considered a 2.5G 

protocol in 1xRTT and a 3G protocol in EV DO. CDMA is a mobile digital radio 

technology where channels are defined with PN sequences. CDMA permits many 

transmitters to share the same frequency channel simultaneously which is different from 

TDMA in GSM. Comparing to TDMA or FDMA, CDMA cell sites can serve more 

mobile terminals. 
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CDMA2000 is an incompatible competitor to the other major 3G standard UMTS. It is 

defined to operate at 450MHz, 700MHz, 800Mhz, 900MHz, 1700MHz, 1800MHz, 

1900MHz, and  2100MHz. 

 

Evolution-Data Optimized (EV-DO) 

 

EV-DO is a telecommunications standard for the wireless transmission of data through 

radio signals, typically for broadband Internet access. It is standardized by 3rd Generation 

Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2) as part of the CDMA2000 family of standards. 

Multiplexing techniques are implemented that combine CDMA and Time division 

multiple access (TDMA) together in order to optimize both individual user’s throughput 

and the whole system throughput.   

 

 

EV DO supports high data rates and could be deployed along side a wireless carrier’s 

voice services. An EV DO channel has a bandwidth of 1.25MHz which IS-95 and IS-2000 

are also using. But the channel structure is different and the back–end network is fully 

packet-based. The restrictions present on a circuit switched network are not the obstacles 

in this system. 

 

Several revisions of the standard have been released, Revision 0 was expanded upon with 

Revision A, new version called B is still not commercially available. The EV-DO feature 

of CDMA networks provides access to mobile devices with forward link air interface 

speeds of up to 2.4 Mbit/s with Rev.0 and up to 3.1 Mbit/s with Rev.A. The reverse link 

rate for Rev.0 can achieve up to 153Kbit/s and Rev.A can operate at up to 1.8 Mbit/s. It 

was designed to be operated end-to-end as an IP based network, it can support any 

application which can operate on this kind of network and with such bit rates.  
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2.4 3.5G Systems and Beyond  

 

High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) 

HSDPA is a 3G mobile telephony communications protocol in the High-Speed Packet 

Access family, which allows networks based on UMTS to have higher data transfer speeds 

and capacity. 

HSDPA use adaptive modulation and coding technique which can vary the modulation 

and coding scheme depending on the signal quality and cell usage. HSDPA has the 

channel called HS-PDSCH (High-Speed Physical Downlink Shared Channel) which will 

increase the downlink data rates.  In the downlink, the maximum allowed number of HS-

PDSCH is 15. These channels share the data bits transfer for either single client or client 

group. The initial scheme is Quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK). 16QAM will 

substitute the QPSK in good radio conditions to double the data throughput rates. Coding 

for spread spectrum is also used to improve these data rates or extend the network capacity 

throughput significantly. With 5 Code allocation, QPSK typically offers up to 1.8 Mbit/s 

peak data rates, while 16QAM up to 3.6Mbit/s. With more additional codes (e.g. 10, 15), 

HSDPA will gain a larger throughput. For QPSK with one code, the peak value of the data 

rate is 960kbit/s. Theoretically, HSDPA having 15 codes with QPSK modulation can give 

throughput up to 14.4 Mbit/s.  

 

HSDPA also includes Fast packet scheduling to allocate the radio resources among single 

users. Each user device periodically transmits an indication of the downlink signal quality 

500 times per second. The base station will analyze and make decision for which users 

will have the priority to receive the data on the next 2ms slot and how much data should 

be sent for each one. The higher downlink signal quality users have the more data will be 

delivered. The amount of the channelization code tree and the network bandwidth 

allocated to HSDPA users is determined by the network. The “semi-static” allocation can 

be modified while the network is in operation, but not on a frame-by-frame basis. The 
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benefit of the allocation is that it makes a good balance between HSDPA users and voice 

based or non-HSDPA data users to share the bandwidth. 

The base station also decides which channelization codes will be used for each user. This 

information is sent to user devices over one or more HSDPA scheduling channels which 

are allocated separately. Due to this, data may be sent to several users simultaneously in a 

given 2 ms slot by using different channelization codes. The number of allocated 

channelization codes will determine the maximum number of users who can receive data 

at the same slot, which is different from CDMA2000 which can only send to one user at 

one point of time. 

HSDPA has a hybrid automatic repeat-request (HARQ) function to guarantee the data to 

be transferred correctly. Users data is transmitted multiple times using different codings. 

When the terminal receives a corrupted packet, the device will save it and combine it with 

the retransmissions in order to recover the error-free packet with high efficiency. Even if 

the retransmitted packets are also corrupted, the combination still helps to affect the error-

free packet. 

 

                                        Figure  2.3 Structure of HSDPA [5]  
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2.5 Pre-4G 

 

High Speed OFDM Packet Access (HSOPA) 

 

HSOPA is a proposed part of 3GPP’s Long Term Evolution upgrade path for UMTS 

systems also called Super 3G, but HSOPA is an entirely new air interface system and 

unrelated and incompatible with W-CDMA. 

 

HSOPA has a flexible bandwidth usage of 1.25MHz to 20 MHz and has an increased 

spectral efficiency of 2-4 times compared to 3GPP release 6. The peak transfer rates can 

approach 100 Mbit/s for downlink and 50Mbit/s for uplink.  The roundtrip latency times 

from terminal to radio access network is around 20ms, better than W-CDMA and almost 

the same as combined HSDPA/HSUPA system. 

 

New core technologies adapted in HSOPA are Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexing (OFDM) and multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO). These two give 

HSOPA the ability to enlarge the users’ number by 10 times compared to W-CDMA. 

HSOPA also decreases the processing power consumption on each handset. Theoretical 

maximum data transmission rate is 40 Mbit/s. The best experimental performance is 

around 37 Mbit/s in the downlink over a 5 MHz channel currently.  

 

Ultra Mobile Broadband (UMB) 

 

UMB is a  project within 3GPP2 to improve the CDMA2000 standard for next generation 

applications and requirements based upon Internet (TCP/IP) networking technologies with 

peak rates of up to 280Mbit/s. UMB has OFDMA-based air interface within a scalable 

bandwidth between 1.25-20 MHz. It supports mixed cell sizes including macro-cells, 

micro-cells and pico-cells. Advanced antenna techniques MIMO, SDMA (Spatial-

Division Multiple Access) and Beamforming are used to get significantly higher data rates 

and to reduce the latencies. It has a higher RL(reverse link) sector capacity with quasi-

orthogonal reverse link. Adaptive interference management and Dynamic fractional 
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frequency reuse are implemented to increase the data rates. Distributed RL power control 

is based on other cells’ interference. Real time services are enabled by fast seamless L1/L2 

handover. Independent RL & FL(forward link) handover provide better airlink and 

handover performance. Power optimization is applied with quick paging and semi-

connected state. Flexible airlink resource management and RL CDMA control channels 

are used. New scalable IP architecture supports inter-technology handover. New handover 

mechanisms support real-time services throughout the network. Fast acquisition and 

efficient multi-carrier operation are applied by using beacons. Multi-carrier configuration 

supports incremental deployment, mix of low complexity and wideband devices. 

 

Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access/IEEE802.16 

  

WIMAX is a broadband wireless solution that enables convergence of mobile and fixed 

broadband networks through a common wide area broadband radio access technology and 

flexible network architecture [6]. It is based on the IEEE802.16 standard. In the MAC 

layer, it uses a scheduling algorithm for which the subscriber station needs compete once. 

After that it is allocated an access slot by the base station. The time slot can either be 

enlarged or remain assigned to the specific subscriber station. This scheduling algorithm 

can also be more bandwidth efficient. In recent updated 802.16e, scalable orthogonal 

frequency-division multiple access (SOFDMA) and MIMO brings potential benefits in 

terms of coverage, self installation, power consumption, frequency re-use and bandwidth 

efficiency. The inclusion of MIMO antenna techniques along with flexible sub-

channelization schemes, Advanced Coding and Modulation all enable WIMAX to support 

peak DL data rates up to 63Mbps per sector and peak UL data rates up to 28 Mbps per 

sector in a 10MHz channel.  QoS in 802.16 defines Service Flows which can map to 

DiffServ code points or MPLS flow labels that enable end–to-end IP. A flexible 

mechanism is also provided for optimal scheduling of space, frequency and time resources 

over the air interface on a frame-by-frame basis.  WIMAX is designed to work in different 

channels from 1.25 to 20MHz to comply with varied worldwide requirements as efforts 

proceed to achieve spectrum harmonization in the longer term. This benefit helps WIMAX 

make affordable internet access within various specific geographic needs from rural 
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settings to the metro and suburban areas. The features provided for Mobile WIMAX 

security aspects are best in class with EAP-based authentication, AES-CCM-based 

authenticated encryption [7] and CMAC [8] and HMAC [9] based control message 

protection schemes. User credentials exist including: SIM/USIM cards, Smart Cards, 

Digital Certificates, and Username/Password schemes. WIMAX supports optimized 

handover schemes with latencies less than 50 ms to ensure real-time applications without 

service degradation. Flexible key management schemes guarantee that security is 

maintained during handover. 

 

Mobile Broadband Wireless Access/IEEE802.20 

 

 IEEE802.20 or MBWA aims to prepare a formal specification for a packet-based air 

interface designed for IP-based services which has low-cost and is always connection. The 

air interface will operate in bands below 3.5GHz and with a peak data rate of over 1Mbit/s. 

IEEE802.20 applies OFDM and MIMO in PHY to well use the resource in time, 

frequency and space so as to increase the system spectrum efficiency. MBWA is based on 

pure IP infrastructure to deal with high demanding data service. The capability is better 

than 3G and equal 3.5G (HSPDA,EV-DO). Thus, the costs in application and deployment 

are decreased. High mobility with 250km/h may lead 802.20 and IEEE into the mobile 

communication field. High frequency efficiency exceeding 1bits/Hz/cell makes a clear 

selling point and is better than 0.5 Bit/s/Hz/cell in CDMA 2000 1x. 

 

IEEE802.20 fully supports both real and non-real time services. There is no such 

distinction between circuit domain and network domain in air interface. 802.20 can 

maintain and keep continuous connection, make the multiplexing in the same frequency. It 

supports seamless handover between zones and sectors, also the Media Independent 

Handover between other wireless technical solutions (eg. 802.16, 802.11).  802.20 

supports same end to end QoS as the core network level, and Ipv4 and Ipv6 protocols 

which have QoS guarantee. 802.20 is able to auto-select the optimal data transfer rate 

based on the changes of channel environment in order to fast reallocate the resource for 

UL and DL.  Authentication mechanism is offered for the end to end network. 802.20 can 
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coexist with those existing cellular mobile communication systems being an affiliated 

system.     
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3 Evaluation and Comparison within Different Systems  
 

In this chapter, we make a survey regarding the discussed communication systems and 

standards. The focusing points are related to: internet access methods for each standard, 

which family group a selected standard belongs to, primary using field, which kind of 

radio technique has been implemented, Up/Down link data rate, how much throughput for 

each standard and specific system, the range/coverage of the system selected, frequency 

range used in each standard, the spectrum types and spectral efficiency. All these technical 

indexes and parameters are summarized in the following tables in order to make it faster 

and more convenient to check out. In here, some points of view regarding main reasons 

and strategies of QoS in data communication are provided. It helps readers to understand 

how to move forward in the digital communication, not only by enlarging the bandwidth 

efficiency.     

3.1 Parameters and Numerical Comparison 

 

Internet access methods  

Standard Family Primary 
Use 

Radio Tech Downli
nk 

(Mbps) 

Uplin
k 

(Mbp
s) 

Notes 

EDGE 
Evolution 

GSM Mobile 
Internet 

TDMA/FDD 1.9 0.9 3GPP 
Release 7 

1x RTT CDMA20
00 

Mobile 
Phone 

CDMA 0.144 0.144 Obsoleted by 
EV-DO 

EV-DO 
Rev.B 

CDMA20
00 

Mobile 
Internet 

CDMA/FDD 4.9*N 1.8*
N 

N is the 
number of 
1.25 MHz 
chuncks of 
spectrum 
used 
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UMTS,W-
CDMA, 

HSDPA+HS
UPA 

UMTS/3
GSM 

Mobile 
phone 

CDMA/FDD 

CDMA/FDD/
MIMO 

0.384 

14.4 

42 

0.384 

5.76 

11.5 

HSDPA 
widely 
deployed.Typ
ical downlink 
rates today 1-
2 Mbps,~200 
kbps uplink 

802.11a/b/g Wi-Fi Mobile 
Internet 

OFDM/DSSS/
ODFM 

   

802.16e WiMAX Mobile 
Internet 

MIMO-
SOFDMA 

70 70 Practically 
10Mbps at 
10km 

LTE UMTS UMTS/4
GSM 

General 
4G 

OFDMA/MIM
O/SC-
FDMA(HSOP
A) 

>100 >50 In 
development 

Cable Wired 
access 

  About 
50 

0.5-
31 

Down Link 
Frequency 
54-860MHz 

Up Link 
Frequency 5-
65MHz 

 

              Table  3.1 Internet access methods in wired and wireless systems 

Note:  

DSSS is the acronym of direct-sequence spread spectrum. 

From Table 3.1, we can clearly see the basic parameters for all the described systems from 

the second generation up to fourth generation. In this table, we can see that Wi-Fi, 802.16e 

and LTE UMTS solutions have the significant high speed predominance compared to 

other wireless solution. Interesting part is that those two solutions were initiated from 

different ancestors which focused on different service terminals originally. 802.16e 

belongs to wireless network family which is designed for packets transmission at first. 
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LTE UMTS comes from mobile communication presented as the mobile operator based 

cellular network solution in the coming future.  Due to the common agreement that the 

wireless portable communication in the future will mainly be based on IP packets, the 

integration between those two kinds solutions becomes practical and necessary for getting 

optimum throughput for clients. Hybrid system will be the popular solution to offer higher 

data rate basing on the network condition of two or more systems such as Wi-Fi and 

UMTS. 

Technical support will be needed for the seamless handover from one to another. We will 

discuss this issue in later chapters.     

Throughput Comparison among different standards 

 

Throughput (Mbit/s) 

Standard Max downlink Max uplink Range  Typical 
Downlink 

CDMA 1 x 
RTT 

0.3072 0.1536 ~18mile 0.125 

CDMA EV-DO 
Rev.B 

4.9000 1.8000 ~18mile  

GSM EDGE 
Evolution 

1.8944 0.9472 ~16mile 0.034 

UMTS W-
CDMA R99 

0.3840 0.3840 ~18mile 0.195 

UMTS W-
CDMA 
HSDPA 

14.400 0.3840 ~18mile 4.1 

UMTS HSOPA 100.00 50.000   

WIMAX 
802.16e 

70.000 70.000 ~4mile >10 
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Wi-Fi 802.11g 54.000 54.000 ~30meters 10 

                

                Table  3.2 Throughput comparison among different standards 

  Note: 

Downlink is the throughput from the base station to the user handset or computer, Uplink 

is the throughput from the user handset to the base station. 

Range is the maximum range possible to receive data at 25% of the typical rate 

HSOPA requires 20MHz for 100 Mbit/s rate, 40 Mbit/s is available with 5MHz.    

 

Service coverage is important for wireless system, but having a larger range also means 

the system has to compromise with other aspect such as slower data rate due to the scatter 

and diffraction effects during the signal transmission. Also interference from terrain 

condition and the weather will affect the sending and receiving signal and noise ratio. In 

order to keep the transmission with a recognizable signal quality before demodulation, the 

possible solution can be to enlarge the sending efficiency, but it may cause other problems 

such as interferences between base stations. More advanced coding algorithms will help 

the stability of the transmission. In Table 3.2, we can see that Wi-Fi system has a short 

range but with a rather satisfied throughput. UMTS and its further developed series which 

have the ability to support full range communication services have rather wide serving 

area around 18 mile (28.8 Km). How to fully combine the long range system and the short 

range system for having a perfect utilization with concurrent existed systems will be 

interesting to be researched. Actually the case here is the same issue mentioned in relation 

to Table 3.1 due to the existence of inverse proportional relationship between range and 

throughput in wireless systems.              

Frequency and Spectrum Type Comparison among different standards  

Standard Frequencies Spectrum Type 

UMTS over W-CDMA 850MHz,1.9,1.9/2.1 and Licensed 
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1.7/2.1Ghz (cellular/PCS/3G/AWS) 

CDMA2000 (1 x RTT,EV-
DO) 

450,850,900MHz 
1.7,1.8,1.9,and 2.1GHz 

Licensed 
(Cellular/PCS/3G/AWS) 

EDGE/GPRS 850MHz 900MHz 1.8GHz 
1.9GHz 

Licensed(Cellular/PCS/PCN) 

802.16e 2.3,2.5,3.5,3.7 and 5.8GHz Licensed 

802.11 b/g/n 2.4GHz Unlicensed ISM 

802.20 <3.5GHz Licensed  

   

                        Table  3.3 Frequencies and Spectrum Type Comparison 

Note:  

Unlicensed bands vary from country to country. Most have a 2.4GHz  ISM band, but other 

bands are only available in certain countries. 

  Table 3.3 depicts the frequencies deployed for different wireless and mobile 

communication systems. Among these systems, only 802.11 series use unlicensed public 

frequency.         

Spectrum and Spectral efficiency for several described standards 

 

 

Spectrum  standard 

total Uplink Downlink 

802.16e 10 Variable Variable 
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802.11a/b/g 20   

EVDO 3xB 10 5 5 

UMTS(W-

CDMA) 

10 5 5 

      

       Table  3.4  Allocated Spectrum per Channel (MHz) 

Standard Downlink Uplink 

802.16e 1.91 0.84 

EVDO 

3xB 

0.93 0.28 

HSDPA 0.78 0.14 

HSUPA 0.78 0.30 

 

Table  3.5  Spectral efficiency (Bits per second per Hz) 

In Table 3.4 and 3.5, Spectrum and Spectral efficiency are compared between several 

systems. We can see that 802.16e has the highest spectral efficiency, better than EV DO, 

HSDPA and HSUPA. 

 

3.2  View on QoS in packet-switched networks   
 

When we look at packet-switched networks, Quality of service is affected by various 

factors, which we can attribute to either human factors or technical factors. Human factors 
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include: stability of service, availability of service, delays, user information. Technical 

factors include: reliability, scalability, effectiveness, maintainability, grade of service, etc. 

[10]   For some packets, troubles maybe irreparable during the traveling from original 

sender to the destination. Main problems are Dropped packets, Delay, Jitter, out of order 

delivery and Error. For the Dropped packets, the routers might drop some packets if their 

buffers are full when the packets are arriving. How large percentage of packets would be 

dropped is mainly depending on the state of the network. Lost prediction can be estimated 

and the information must be retransmitted. The retransmission may cause delays. Delay 

means it takes longer time for a packet to be delivered to the destination, the reason may 

be caused by long data waiting queue or routing through a non-direct route to avoid 

congestion. Packets from the source will reach the destination with different delays. A 

packet’s delay is affected by its position in the queues of the routers along the path 

between source and destination. The position is considerably unpredictable. The variation 

in delay is called Jitter. Jitter will significantly affect the   quality of multimedia data 

stream. Out-of-order delivery means: When a group of packets is routed through the 

Internet, they may take different routes casing a different delay. The arrival time for each 

may disorder them compared to the original sequence. Additional protocols need to take 

care of the rearranging work for these out-of-order packets, put them into an isochronous 

state once they arrive. This QoS procedure is rather crucial when transferring video and 

VoIP streams since the quality will be drastically affected by latency and lack of 

isochronicity.  Error happens when packets are misdirected or combined together, or 

corrupted during the routing. The receiver has to check out if the packet was dropped then 

ask the sender to repeat the lost packet. 

The currently accepted approach is “DiffServ” or differentiated services. In the DiffServ 

model, packets are marked according to the type of service they need. In response to these 

markings, routers and switches use various queuing strategies to tailor performance to 

requirements. At the IP layer, differentiated services code point (DSCP) markings use the 

6 bits in the IP packet header. At the MAC layer, VLAN IEEE802.1Q and IEEE 802.1D 

can be used to carry essentially the same information. 
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Routers supporting DiffServ use multiple queues for packets awaiting transmission from 

bandwidth constrained (e.g.wide area) interfaces. Router vendors provide different 

capabilities for configuring this behavior, to include the number of queues supported, the 

relative priorities of queues, and bandwidth reserved for each queue. 

In practice, when a packet must be forwarded from an interface with queuing, packets 

requiring low jitter (e.g., VoIP) are given priority over packets in other queues. Typically, 

some bandwidth is allocated by default to network control packets (e.g. ICMP and routing 

protocols), while best effort traffic might simply be given whatever bandwidth is left over. 

[11] 

Additional bandwidth management mechanisms may be used to further engineer 

performance, to include: 

Traffic shaping (rate limiting):  

Token bucket  

Leaky bucket  

TCP rate control  

Scheduling algorithms:  

Weighted fair queuing (WFQ)  

Class based weighted fair queuing  

Weighted round robin (WRR)  

Deficit weighted round robin (DWRR)  

Congestion avoidance:  

RED, WRED - Lessens the possibility of port queue buffer tail-drops and this lowers the 

likelihood of TCP global synchronization  

Policing (marking/dropping the packet in excess of the committed traffic rate and burst 

size)  

Explicit congestion notification  

Buffer tuning 
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4 Handover in Special Mobile Systems 
 

4.1 Handover in UMTS 

  

Hard handover 

When the channel in the source cell is released and the channel in the target cell is 

engaged, UE (user equipment) breaks the former connection and links to the new target 

depicted in Figure 4.1. It is known as break-before-make. Hard handovers are intended to 

be instantaneous in order to minimize the disruption to the call. It is considered as an event 

during the call process. 

 

                                    Figure  4.1 Hard Handover in UMTS [12] 

Soft handover 

Handset retains the channel in the source cell, meanwhile connects to the channel in the 

target cell. In this case the connection to the target is established before the connection to 

the source is broken, so called make-before-break. The interval may short in a period 

when the two connections are used in parallel. A soft handover may involve more than 

two cells to get the qualified signals for one UE. When a call is in a state of soft handover 

as depicted in Figure 4.2, the UE can either get the signals from one of the best among 
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several nearby cells or a clearer copy signal produced by combining signals from different 

cells together. 

 

 

                               Figure  4.2 Soft handover in UMTS [12] 

As figure 4.2 shows, a received signal in NodeB is routed to the RNC (Radio Network 

Controller). The RNC compares the signal on the frame-by-frame basis, then picks the 

best frame for the next processing [13]. In the downlink direction, the same signal is 

transmitted by both NodeBs. How many NodeBs can connect with UE is given by the 

Active Set list based on the signal quality. In the UMTS, CPICH Ec/Io (Common Pilot 

Channel) [14] is used for measuring the quality of channels. The neighbor cells which 

have weak strength will be placed into Monitored Set but still be measured by UE 

continuously. The maximum number of cells in monitored set is 32. The typical maximum 

of cells in the active set is 2 or 3. UTRA algorithm is used to add/remove cells into/out of 

the active set. This algorithm uses relative handover threshold which depends on the 

relation between signal strength of two or more NodeBs. 

Softer handover   

Softer handover refers to a similar feature as soft handover, but the difference is that softer 

handover does not appears not between cells. The UE connects two or more cell sectors 

simultaneously during a call. In the downlink direction, signal combination is same as soft 

handover. In the uplink direction, the signal received in the NodeBs is not routed to the 

RNC. The combination of the signals is realized in the RR(rake receiver) of NodeBs.   
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Soft handover and softer handover are normally considered as a call state by engineers. Its 

network structure is depicted in Figure 4.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          Figure  4.3 Softer Handover in UMTS [12] 

 

4.2 Handover in WiMAX 
 

When a mobile station migrates from air-interface of one base station to another air-

interface provided by another station, WiMAX handovers is going to process on IP layer 

level. The IP handover will happen between different IP subnets to continue the data 

transmission. Standard Mobile Ipv6 is normally unacceptable to real-time traffic like VoIP 

due to the high latency. In order to solve this problem, the Mobile Ipv6 Fast Handover 

protocol (FMIPv6) was proposed to lower the handover latency by predicting and making 

preparation for the coming handover. Link layer and IP layer should be considered 

together while making the handover decision.  

 

There are two types of network architectures applied in WiMAX handover deployments 

with two different IP subnets. Depicted in the figure4.4, an Access Router(AR)1 and three 

Base Stations BS1,BS2,BS3(we call them BS Group 1) organize one single subnet, and 

the other subnet follows the same rule formed by AR2,BS4,BS5,BS6(BS Group 2).  There 

is no need to perform an IP handover if the MS only shifts between BS1, BS2, BS3 within 
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one subnet. But the handover will be done when MS (Mobile Station) moves from one 

subnet to another, which means either from BS Group1 to BS Group 2 or another direction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         

                        Figure  4.4 WiMAX network architecture with two IP subnets 

 

 

Figure 4.5 shows BSs bonded together with ARs which means each handover will happen 

after changing BS service. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     
                     Figure  4.5 WiMAX network architecture with BS integrated in AR 
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Three typical handover types are proposed in 802.16e standard: Hard Handover (HHO), 

Fast BS Switching (FBSS) and Macro Diversity Handover (MDHO). 

Hard Handover:  BS periodically broadcasts a Neighbor Advertisement Message 

(MOB_NBR_ADV), and MS keeps listen to the messages in order to get the information 

including network identification and characteristics of the neighbor BS. MS will scan the 

neighbor BS and evaluate the signal parameters for making the handover decision. The 

handover procedures can be divided in to two steps: handover preparation and handover 

execution. [15] 

  
FBSS: 

In FBSS mode, the MS and BS remain a list of BSs that are involved in FBSS which can 

be also called Active Set. MS continuously scans and monitors the base stations in the 

active set and determines an Anchor BS. MS communicates with the selected base station 

in the active set to implement data traffic including uplink data, downlink data and 

management messages.  The anchor BS can be changed from frame to frame , every frame 

can be sent via different BS in active set. 

MDHO: The active set of BSs involved in MDHO is maintained by MS and BS. MS 

transmits uplink and downlink unicast messages with all BSs in the active set. Two or 

more BSs transmit data to MS through downlink MDHO, then MS performs the diversity 

combining based on multiple messages. For uplink MDHO, selection diversity of the 

received information is processed by multiple BSs to manage the messages from MS. 

Handover preparation:  

Both serving BS and MS can start to initiate the handover. When BS wants to initiate a 

handover, it sends MOB_BSHO_REQ message to MS. When MS wants to initiate the 

handover, it sends MOB_MSHO_REQ message to the serving BS and wait for the replies 

with MOB_BSHO_RSP message which contains recommended BSs selected after the 

negotiation with all candidates.  

Handover execution:  
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Handover execution will be preceded after the handover preparation. The MS sends 

MOB_HO_IND message when the target BS is selected and only switching links remains. 

[15]   All kinds of communication between MS and serving BS will be discontinued after 

sending this message. At the same time when MS switches the link, it also needs to 

arrange ranging with target BS. The timing, power and frequency adjustment information 

of the target BS are compulsory for the MS. MS needs to negotiate basic capabilities, 

process authentication and registration with the target BS. Not all of these procedures will 

go through restrictively, since some of these information may have get by target BS via 

the backbone formerly. After all above, the target BS begins to serve the MS as a new 

serving BS.  If MS shifts to other IP subnet later, it should re-establish IP connection and 

the whole handover mechanism will be performed again.  

4.3 Handover in Wi-Fi  

 

Wi-Fi can provide a wideband wireless access to the Internet which is also called the hot-

spots.  In the IEEE 802.11b, there are two operating modes named ad hoc and 

infrastructure mode separately. In the ad hoc mode, two or more stations can establish a 

peer-to-peer communication without the necessity of the access point. In the infrastructure 

mode all the mobile stations are associated to an AP which acts likes a hub or link center 

for all the traffic.  The AP and those associated mobile stations form a Basic Service Set 

(BSS). The connection of more APs can extend a BSS into an Extended Service Set (ESS). 

[16]   A seamless handover within Wi-Fi normally happens at a pedestrian speed, and is 

triggered between different BSS. [17] [18] [19] 

When a mobile station moves out from the radio coverage of an AP, a Handover may 

occur while entering a new BSS. During the handover, management frames are exchanged 

among the mobile station and APs. During this session the mobile station is unable to send 

or get any data flow. The handover procedures depend on the sequence of actions and 

messages exchanged between access points and a mobile station. It will result in the 

transfer of a connection from the origin-AP to the destination-AP. Client identification and 

credentials are contained during the state information transfer.  This transfer will make the 
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mobile terminal be able to gain network access and accounting information from the 

destination-AP.  One protocol called Inter Access Point Protocol (IAPP) works for the 

transmission in 802.11 networks.  

There are two different logical steps for completing the handover process, first one is 

Discovery, and the other one is called Re-authentication.    

The signal to noise ratio perceived by a mobile terminal may degrade when the mobile 

terminal is moving. When the SNR drops below a threshold value, the station will start the 

mechanism for searching another AP in order to keep the connection to the LAN, then 

initiate the handover procedure. The discovery of a new AP is performed including the 

scanning procedure, which consists in monitoring different channels for beacon signals 

transmitted by APs. In IEEE 802.11, two methods are defined for scanning, named 

Passive Scanning and Active Scanning separately. In Passive Scanning, the station set its 

frequency to a channel and listens to beacons from AP that is using this channel. In Active 

Scanning, the station issues a Probe Request, then a Probe Response is expected within a 

given time frame. 

For most of the 802.11 systems, Active Scanning is implemented due to the reason that it 

is faster and more efficient. Performing a series of scans on different channels is called a 

sweep. For making a sweep, the station maintains a channel list. Two kinds of sweep are 

available in here. Full Sweep means to scan all channels in the channel-list and Short 

Sweep only scan a subset of the channel-list in order to achieve a higher roaming process 

speed.  The subset of the channel-list is created dynamically. It contains channels that are 

found to be active during previous scans or the new APs to which the activity may let the 

handover happen by following certain interference criteria. 

The station will attempt to re-authenticate to an AP according to the priority list. The re-

authentication process normally includes an authentication and a re-association step to a 

new AP. During the re-authentication procedure, the transfer of credentials and other state 

information from the old AP will be implemented.  IAPP and some other proprietary 

protocols can be use to achieve this task.  
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In here, the main issue to determine a roaming station to switch from old AP to another is 

the SNR value which is obtained from the beacon signals. Beacons are accumulated by all 

APs at a rate of 10 beacons per second. Once the value of the SNR drops below the Cell 

Search Threshold, the scanning procedure is initiated. The comparison between SNR 

values obtained from each channel and the active connection will determine whether the 

difference between the two values exceeds a threshold ∆SNR or not.  If the difference 

exceeds the ∆SNR, the re-authentication and re-association process will be initiated. The 

roaming station will remain in the cell search state until the SNR has passed the Cell 

Search Threshold again [20].   

 

 

 

 

           

  

 

 

 

 

                      Figure  4.6 Physical parameters in the handover procedure 

In Figure 4.6, d1 demotes the distance from AP1,  is the distance fromAP1 where the 

cell search procedure is initiated, MT in the figure means mobile terminal,  is the 

Cell Search Threshold value. In this figure, we assume that the MT is moving starting 

from near AP1. By following this figure, we may see it easier that when the SNR from 

AP1 drops below , the cell search procedure will be started. As the MT keeps 
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moving toward AP2, and the difference between SNR from AP1 and SNR from AP2 

becomes larger than ∆SNR, the re-authentication and re-association will be implemented. 
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5 Unlicensed Mobile Access 
 

Why Unlicensed Mobile Access is needed. 

Nowadays, various radio access technologies can also support services which are 

ordinarily offered by cellular access. Those new access technologies can provide even 

higher throughput and share the overload of cellular access networks. Home Wi-Fi routers 

or public Wi-Fi hotspots are well discussed to create a new path being the substitute 

solution for cellular access. Adapting implementation such like Skype and other online 

virtual phone software can handle VoIP without any operator limitation and restriction or 

ownership registration. This solution has been commercially operated and considered as a 

new entry of mobile networks. 

On the other side, cellular network operators are still expecting to stay in the current 

business field. They will take the advantage of the existed network structures and keep the 

joined subscribers by optimizing the cost budget and modernizing the interaction between 

broadband network and cellular network. They probably will still lead the industrial 

position even more steady than before if any revolutionary technologies enhance the 

service. 

Unlicensed Mobile Access maybe one of the technologies that becomes a glue between 

the core GSM network and Wi-Fi. UMA gives a possibility to the cellular network 

operators that the coverage extension of the GSM network could be done by adding Wi-Fi 

hotspots into a part of the main structure. For some countries eg. US and Japan, the indoor 

coverage is still limited and signal strength is weak. Transmission quality urgently needs 

to be improved by other access technologies to remedy the physical weakness. With UMA, 

the radio access technologies are used as platforms for packet-switched tunneling of either 

circuit or packet-switched connections to the core network still managed by the operator.  
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5.1 General Introduction to UMA  

 

Main idea of UMA is to provide an access through unlicensed radio technologies like Wi-

Fi to the operator’s network. UMA is the abbreviation of Unlicensed Mobile Access. 

UMA was first developed for GSM/EDGE with the purpose to provide an access through 

unlicensed radio access points. This technology is developed in the 3GPP consortium 

under the name GAN (generic access network), which also considers the link to WCDMA. 

[21] Although the UMA is not the official name now, it is still quite well known since the 

public has accepted the name before and kept using it. 

 

UMA tunnels connections to the operator’s network over unlicensed radio access 

technologies. UMA also supports seamless handovers between cellular and Wi-Fi. This 

new technology provides a low cost way for GSM system to extend the coverage without 

extra cellular base stations. The Wi-Fi access points can take part of the loading burden 

from GSM access networks. Meanwhile, the GSM system operator still takes in charge of 

the connection control and the charging management.  The connection price would 

decrease while using substitute access network like Wi-Fi since the deployment of Wi-Fi 

hotspot is much cheaper than the traditional GSM base stations. In here, main issue in 

charging case is probably focusing on if the same GSM operator owns the Wi-Fi access 

network. 

Not much investments need to put in UMA since the most critical point in a UMA 

network is only a UMA network controller (UNC). The UNC provide the authentication, 

tunneling setup and also other access restrictions like access point SSID or MAC 

specifications. With all these controls, the cellular network operator can justify if the 

terminals are using UMA in connecting to the operator’s core network. The basic structure 

of the UMA access system is depicted in Figure 5.1  
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                           Figure  5.1 UMA access to cellular network [22] 

 

UMA also provides a variety of security mechanisms like in the authentication IKEv2 and 

EAP-SIM/EAP-AKA solutions which are installed in the SIM card of the handsets.  Since 

the operators provide the SIM cards, these mechanisms bind the customers tightly with 

operators who take responsibility to support the UMA service. IPSec is used to create a 

secure tunnel so the traffic and signaling can be transported between MS and UNC freely. 

There are four possibilities to manage cellular and unlicensed access networks:  

GSM-only mode, MS stays in GSM mode, all voice phone calls and messages are 

transferred via GSM cellular network in a traditional way. 

GSM-preferred mode, if no GSM PLMN is available and UMA service coverage is 

detected, MS switches to UMA mode. When GSM PLMN is qualified enough and UMA 

coverage is lost, MS switches back to GSM mode. 

UMA-preferred mode, when UMA is detected, the MS will switch to UMA mode 

preferentially. When UMA looses its coverage, the MS switch to GSM mode. 
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UMA-only, MS switches to UMA mode after that the handset becomes active (after 

power-up sequence, no matter whether UMA coverage is detected or not).  

UMA is an effective extension of GSM to the unlicensed spectrum. On the other hand, it 

provides a way to control the customer and a direction for the traffic to the operator’s 

network. 

5.2 Handovers in UMA 

 

The UMA cell is rather similar to a GSM base station controller. Due to this reason, it is 

perceived as such by the cellular network and roaming between UMA and GSM is 

processed as an inter-BSC handover. If we consider the UMA cell and BSC together, the 

UNC is just another type of BSC. By following the handover mechanism in GSM, UNC is 

listed in the BSC neighbors listed, it is possible to perform a handover. But as there is a 

physical difference still (without UNC), the individual Wi-Fi cells are independent from 

the UMA system.  

The UNC can take care of any area from which broadband connection can access. These 

areas could be an operator’s broadband network or the Internet directly. The UNC must be 

configured as a neighbor for the BSC for performing handovers between UMA and GSM. 

The broadband connectivity may happen in many places. Several access mechanisms to 

UMA have to be made to face this case. Restrictions can be such that MS can be required 

to be in an overlapping GSM cell owned by the cellular operator in order to access UMA 

[23]. 

 

Handover between the GSM and UMA systems are mostly triggered by the MS. 

According to the operating mode mentioned, the MS will decide how often it will attempt 

to establish a connection or start a handover. The handover making decision is based on 

the received signal strength. This standard also provides a solution which can initiate the 

handover based on UNC request. 

Message flow procedures of GSM-UMA handovers is depicted in Figure 5.2. The initial 

state before the handover is that the call mode is active in the GSM system which means 
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voice goes through the BSC and then to the core network (CN). When the GSM call is 

ongoing, four main stages happen by the following sequence. At first, when the MS finish 

the detection of Wi-Fi surrounding, it will establish an attached link with the AP and try to 

establish the secure IPsec tunnel with UNC. The mobile station needs to be authenticated 

by UNC, this is the one prior condition to the establishment. This step is the so called 

UMA registration. Second, the mobile station reports a UMA neighbor cell as the highest 

signal level to the BSC. After the initiation, UMA cell is treated as a neighbor cell with the 

operator’s BSC. The source BSC decides to start the handover procedure depending on the 

handover report. There is no large difference in the handover procedure in the source BSC, 

core network and UNC as in the inner-BSC handover. For the source BSC, it isn’t aware if 

the target handover is the UMA access or not. Once the signaling required for the 

handover has been confirmed, a handover command message will be sent to the MS 

notifying that the handover can start. Messages 1 to 6 shows the procedures in this step. 

Third, the MS will start the actual handover from GSM to UMA. The procedure is in 

figure 5.2 done by following two phases, the first one is to setup a voice stream 

connection (shown in the messages 7, 8.9) and another phase is to transfer the voice 

stream from the GSM access to the UMA access. The actual voice break caused by the 

handover will happen only in the second phase of the handover from messages 10 to 12. 

At last, the previous GSM inner connection is released from the system (messages 13 and 

14). 
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                    Figure  5.2 Procedures during GSM-UMA handover [22] 
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The message flow for UMA-GSM handover is depicted in Figure 5.3. The call should be 

active in the UMA system before the initial state starts. Voice goes through UNC to the 

core network. There are three main stages that happen during a UMA call shifting to GSM 

in handover. First, after the Wi-Fi link gets weak and passes a predefined   threshold, the 

MS makes a decision that the Wi-Fi link is deteriorated and non-suitable for carrying data 

any more. It is also possible that the handover could be triggered via an uplink quality 

indication message from the UNC. The MS sends a handover request message to the UNC 

specifying the signal levels of the neighboring GSM cells. By following this, the UNC 

picks one of the target cells and forwards a handover request to the core network.  The 

core network takes in charge the resource allocation procedures with the BSC in GSM. 

The MS is notified that the handover is prepared and ready to happen after resource 

allocation has been done (shown in messages 2-7). Second, the MS will start the actual 

handover among UMA and GSM. There are also two phases in this procedure, one is to 

setup a voice stream connection (shown in messages 8-11) and another is to transfer the 

voice stream from the UMA access to the GSM access (shown in messages 12-14). The 

actual voice break caused by handover will appear in the second phase of the handover.  

Third, the previous connection is released from the UMA system (shown in messages 15-

18).   
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                 Figure  5.3 Procedures during UMA-GSM handover [22] 

5.3 Mobility Aspects Relating to Wi-Fi and UMA-UMA 

 

The UMA standard doesn’t define UMA-UMA mobility formally. So the functionality is 

just based on the traditional Wi-Fi handover mechanisms. Due to this reason, common 

mobility issues discussed in Wi-Fi deployment also exist in UMA system. Handovers in 

Wi-Fi are designed with the purpose that the handover will attempt to occur only when the 

link quality is considerably deteriorated. This creates comes an issue that, the client may 

not attempt to shift into another neighbor cell service even if the latter one provides 

greater signal strength. This problem causes several drawbacks such like couldn’t 

handover sometimes, bad voice quality and dropped connections. Furthermore, the 

perceived voice can be undistinguishable for several seconds due to the low signal quality 

cased by the handover in certain situations. Moreover, even when the coverage of the APs 

has some overlapping, some AP may still have a considerably higher load compared to a 

subsequent AP.  For the roaming case through different subnets, the clients also need to 

process re-authentication procedure which means long latency. To address handover times 

and roaming several methods have been researched but not on the practical level. Till now, 

it is not implemented in the industrial field. [24][25][26] 

 

In a real communication environment, the background data can never be neglected in such 

Wi-Fi handover scenarios. The existence of background data will interfere with the 

accessibility of the voice packets to the channel.  As the amount of data traffic increases, 

the probability that a user can access the medium and maintain toll-quality voice is 

decreased proportionately.  Once the time delay for the client to get access to the channel 

is too long, the voice delay will be unacceptable for a realistic industrial solution. Channel 

access delay plays a direct role in handovers since constant associations and re-

associations might be required [27]. The handovers between Access Points only have 

lower delays when there is no background data and the presence of the background data 

increases delays considerably. [28] 
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5.4 Some Issues Related to Applications on Industrial level and 

Commercial Implementations for UMA 
 

 When UMA is practiced on an industrial level, people may question about the necessity 

of the UMA tunnel. Maybe the dual-mode phone is qualified enough to support both GSM 

network and Wi-Fi indoor connection. The fact is that the UMA tunnel can increase the 

capacity of data transfer which needs to pass through the GSM core network and the 

Internet Offload can bypass the tunnel, connect directly to the internet through the Wi-Fi 

radio. Internet Offload is one feature for a dual-mode phone which now commonly 

includes not only iPhone but Nokia E/N series too.  

When the iPhone (product of Apple) enters a Wi-Fi environment, the GSM radio stays on 

for circuit voice and mobile packet data services and the Wi-Fi radio can be use for 

accessing internet services like Google Maps. In a dual-mode phone, UMA and Internet 

Offload can actually be supported simultaneously. They are fully compatible functions in 

the family of UMA-enabled Blackberries (8820, Curve/8320, Pearl/8120) as example. 

When a UMA-enabled Blackberry enters Wi-Fi, the UMA tunnel is established to 

transport services which reside in the mobile core network to the phone. The easiest 

example is voice services. But all kinds of data applications which are delivered from the 

mobile core is accessed through the UMA tunnel, applications like MMS (multimedia 

message service) or any stream media services like MobiTV . 

The key advantage of using the UMA tunnel for service delivery is mobility. Any 

application or service maintains session continuity between Wi-Fi network and the 

outdoor macro network while using the UMA tunnel. 

When the Blackberry tries to access web based services like Google Maps, Internet 

Offload will route directly to the Wi-Fi access layer and out to the internet, not go through 

the UMA tunnel. This function relieves the mobile core from non-revenue generating 

internet traffic. Mail services can also be implemented to access internet when Blackberry 

is in Wi-Fi mode. 
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But blackberry maintains a basic router function in the handset, for applications like 

circuit voice, SMS (short message service), MMS. The traffic is routed through the UMA 

tunnel and to the mobile core. For browser base applications, the traffic is route directly to 

the internet. UMA and Internet Offload structure in Wi-Fi is depicted in Figure 5.4. 

 

             Figure  5.4 UMA and Internet Offload structure in Wi-Fi [29] 

There is no seamless mobility for services routed via Internet Offload directly over Wi-Fi. 

When the handset moves outside of Wi-Fi coverage, the session ends. The session can be 

restarted over the macro RAN, but a drop in service will occur. 

During the early developing period, UMA phones didn’t support the Internet Offload 

feature since the operators want UMA-enable dual-mode phones to have the same 

performance in Wi-Fi as in GSM.  All the packet traffic was to be routed via the UMA 

tunnel to the mobile core when using Wi-Fi. Now the definition for the UMA-enabled 

dual-mode phone has been changed into: Adding support for Internet Offload concurrently 

with UMA by routing some traffic over the UMA tunnel and other traffic directly to the 

internet. [29] 

Another reason to add Internet Offload is that a mobile phone without Internet Offload 

capabilities will be excluded from supporting local connections in home. The phone will 

not be considered inside the “connected home” vision.  With the combination with UMA 
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and Internet Offload in the same device, UMA terminals can now easily fit into the vision 

of the “connected home”. Nokia N series handsets can support UMA and the Internet 

Offload together. The Nokia N95 was one of the first handsets to demonstrate support for 

DLNA (Digital Living Network Alliance). Figure 5.5 shows the different paths when 

different kinds of applications are activated in a Dual Mode phone. 

  Figure  5.5 Data transfer paths for different applications in Dual-Mode Phone [29] 
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6 Media Independent Handover 
 

6.1  Horizontal Handover and Vertical Handover 
 

Horizontal handover is a handover between Base Stations that are using the same type of 

wireless network interface such as UMTS to UMTS or WLAN to WLAN. This kind of 

handover is the traditional handover in homogeneous cellular systems as mentioned above 

in each specific wireless system. 

Vertical handover is a handover between BSs among different wireless network 

technologies. In Next-Generation wireless networks, media independent handover 

techniques are expected to enable the integration of heterogeneous networks, to freely 

convert the transmission between types of wireless solutions such as from 3G to 802.11 

WLAN.  MH (Mobile Host) is switched between domains of different access technologies 

or between domains of multiple operators to enable the hybrid handover process.  

Vertical handover can be divided into two types: Upward vertical handover and downward 

vertical handover. Upward vertical handover is defined as from a smaller rang network 

with higher bandwidth (e.g. WLAN) to a larger rang network with lower bandwidth (e.g. 

cellular network with data packet service EDGE, 3G). Downward vertical handover is 

converted, from larger network to smaller network. [30] 
 

The network architecture of an integration together with a WLAN and a 3G cellular 

network is depicted in Figure 6.1. As depicted below, WLAN is used for a hot spot area 

and 3G network has a larger coverage.   
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   Figure  6.1 WLAN and 3G Integration Network Architecture [31] 

A downward vertical handover occurs when a MH moves from 3G cellular network to a 

WLAN and an upward vertical handover occurs when it moves from a WLAN to a 3G 

network within the cell coverage. The WLAN and 3G cellular networks have two types of 

integration basing on the degree of inter-dependence between the two systems. The 

network architecture can be defined as a loosely-coupled or a tightly-coupled integration. 

[32] 

 

 In the tightly-coupled integration, a WLAN is considered as an access network to the 3G 

cellular network, these two share authentication, mobility management and resource 

management schemes. In the loosely-coupled integration, there is no direct link that 

connects two networks, so each one is still a disparate system compare to the other. The 

loosely-coupled integration needs interworking functionalities such as mobile IP. 

Comparing the former one, the loosely-coupled integration is more practical for the reason 

of non-changing deployment. It means maintaining the existed base structure and terminal 

hardware without reconstruction cost for either WLAN and 3G.  

6.2  Hybrid Handover Structure  
 

Figure 6.2 illustrates the procedures involved in a hybrid handover in the WLAN and 3G 

Public Land Mobile Network.  Hybrid handover involves network selection from a list of 
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discovered Point of Attachment (POA). The MH’s association with newly selected POA 

can be established while keeping an ongoing session with the current POA.MH must have 

multiple network interfaces for accessing disparate networks. [33] Dealing with the 

heterogeneities of multiple access technologies in a consistent manner would be a 

challenge for multi-interface design in the handover process. The IEEE 802.21 is a 

developing effort to enable handover and interoperability between heterogeneous 

networks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

Figure  6.2 Handover Procedures in 3G and WLAN Integration Networks 
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There are three different services to facilitate information exchange in IEEE802.21 for 

network discovery and selection. During the hybrid handover, Media Independent Event 

Service (MIES) provides events notification in response to changes in network conditions. 

Media Independent Command Service (MICS) manages and controls link behavior 

relevant to handover. Media Independent Information Service (MIIS) provides a model for 

information gathering. 

 

The multiple interfaces can be simultaneously used to facilitate the so-called soft handover, 

which requires corresponding processing at upper layers. While, in another approach of 

hard handover, multiple interfaces can be alternatively used, and thus keep compatible 

with network layer protocols being widely used. [34] 

 

6.3 Multi-Access Schemes 

 

For accessing heterogeneous wireless networks, the following terms can be considered. 

Simultaneous communication: means the ability of having multiple interfaces carry data 

communication simultaneously. 

Address management: host mobility management is described in both Mobile IPv4 and 

Mobile IPv6. MH can acquire multiple Care of Address (CoA) for accessing multiple 

visited domains.   The related IP address assignment on each interface refers to address 

management.  

Traffic redirection: the ongoing sessions/traffic can be redirected from one interface to 

another through handover. 

Network selection: the process of selecting next POA by following handover decision 

algorithms. 

6.3.1 Using Multi-Interface  
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Mobile handset may use multiple interfaces simultaneously to support a soft handover. For 

applying this, MH has to keep at least one radio connection with POAs. In order to 

redirect ongoing sessions seamlessly, more than one interface should carry the traffic flow 

during the handover. Multiple IP addresses within Mobile handset is referred to as 

multihoming. [35] Support at both network and transport layers with multihoming 

solutions is needed since data transmission is carried via multiple network domains.  In 

Mobile IP v6, necessary mechanisms related to address management and nomadism IP 

layer service are offered for multi-interface. The transport protocol in multihoming should 

be able to send forward the packets generated from the same session transmitted on 

multiple paths. Signaling and data traffic should be done over the IP network. But this 

scheme is incompatible with TCP, the most common session control protocol. 

Multihoming support in visited agent routers is also needed , but may be unrealistic in all 

heterogeneous environments.  

6.3.2  Alternatively Used Multi-Interface 

 

For supporting hard handover, multiple interfaces can be alternatively used in 

heterogeneous networks as in the previously mentioned “break before make” fashion.  

Lower layer interface switching can be made transparent to upper layers when only one 

interface involves in the transmission. Multiple interfaces can be integrated for all types of 

access, the drawback is of course long delay in handover for the time required in setting 

up refresh connections.  The currently  unused network interface is available for preparing 

the substitute network and collecting information on potential POAs. Compared to the 

simultaneously used multi-interface scheme, alternatively used scheme has less traffic 

loading, on the networks. This scheme uses mobile IP protocols for address management 

and location services, but it is not necessary to use the same mechanism in the home agent. 

There is also no special configuration demand in agent routers. This scheme works well 

both in Mobile IPv4 and Mobile IPv6. 

 

6.3.3 Single Interface for Multiple Access 
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A single network interface is the most common solution for accessing one specific 

network domain. On certain conditions, IEEE802.11 can be multiplexed to simultaneously 

connect to multiple network domains. 

MultiNet [36]:  The idea is to multiplex the wireless network card across multiple wireless 

networks. The mobile handset in MultiNet can acquire a number of virtual adapters in the 

network stack which can be considered as virtual wireless interfaces. 

SyncScan [37]: It aims to decrease the probing delay in scanning multiple channels, also 

has the ability to track beacons from candidate AP surrounding, while continuing the 

communication with the ongoing AP. SyncScan synchronizes the wireless node with the 

timing of AP beacons by exploring the freedom of beacon sending time. The 

synchronization with networks and modification to network protocol stack are the same as 

MultiNet. 

 

6.4 Multi-Interface Scheme Proposal 

 

In this survey, we have found several proposals that have been published in magazines. 

The main ideas of the qualified proposal will be mentioned or repeated. Simulations 

results and further system evaluations can be checked from the original sources. The 

following proposal originally came from A Multi-Interface Proposal for IEEE 802.21 

Media Independent Handover,Mo Li, Kumbesan Sandrasegaran and Tracy Tung,Institute 

of Information and Communication Technologies and Faculty of Engineering University 

of Technology, Sydney. [34] 

 

The proposed multi-interface scheme fits the transport protocols that support 

heterogeneous wireless networks. Based on Multi-Interface Alternatively Used, the 

proposed scheme supports network interface selection and is one implementation of the 

IEEE802.21 framework. [38]  

 

Cited from [34]:  The scheme adopts the concept of cross layer design, and proposes an 

intermediate layer that gathers information through different network interfaces to assist 
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handover decision making. All the functions with the intermediate layer are implemented 

in a Handover Management Module (HMM). The HMM is proposed to make upper layers 

independent of the heterogeneities of multiple network interfaces. Some handover 

decision algorithms for hybrid handover, such as policy-enabled handoff [39] and AHP 

network selection [40], can be implemented in HMM to assist handover decision making. 

The communication between HMM and other layers can use 802.21 MIH defined services. 

Each network interface can work in either primary mode or standby mode. However, only 

the interface in primary mode is activated for carrying traffic streams as well as signaling. 

Other interfaces in standby mode are only allowed to receive signaling from new POAs. 

The HMM obtain handover metrics information, such as signal strength, QoS and service 

type, from both lower layers and upper layers using “HMM Metrics” services. The “HMM 

Metrics” services are the implementation of 802.21 MIH Information/Event services of 

information gathering and event notification. To trigger interface switching after decision 

making, the HMM sends “HMM commands” (implementing 802.21 MIH Command 

Services) to both upper layers and lower layers. The corresponding operations in different 

layers would be followed. The HMM commands for lower layers are used to activate or 

deactivate network interfaces for interface switching. To achieve a fast handover, the 

HMM can also inform upper layers of any changes made to physical connections. For 

example, in 802.11 WLAN, when MH activates a standby interface for attachment to a 

new POA, the HMM can send up HMM commands to mobile IP layer to start 

registration/solicitation immediately so as to avoid waiting time for next advertisement’s 

arrival. 
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7 TCP in MIH for Hybrid Networks and Seamless Handover 
 

7.1 General TCP with Wired and Wireless Links 

 

The purpose of TCP is to work on wired fixed networks with negligible medium loss. TCP 

assumes the packet losses are caused only by congestion TCP adjusts its data rate 

according to the packet losses. But in the wireless mobile network, radio link 

characteristics such as fading, high bit error rate and temporary disconnection during a 

handover are the main reasons to losses. Traditional TCP can not distinguish and isolate 

congestion losses from wireless link losses.TCP decreases the congestion window 

drastically on the losses caused by wireless link errors. TCP needs to be changed to adapt 

to wireless networks, especially hybrid network with multi-interface. During this survey, 

we found many approaches to deal with this problem. To categorize them, three types of 

approaches are summarized here: Link layer solution, Split connection approach, End-to-

end protocol. 

 

Link layer solution: The Snoop protocol [41] is one example of a link layer solution. The 

Snoop agent resides on an intermediate host. When packet losses occur, this Snoop agent 

in BS will cache packets from the sender and retransmit the lost packet to MH and 

suppress Dup_ACKs sent from MH to the sender. Packet loss is detected and measured by 

the arrival of small number of Dup_ACKs by a local timeout or from the receiver. 

 

Split connection approach:  

 

I-TCP [42] divides the TCP connection into FH(Fixed Host) to BS and BS to MH(Mobile 

Host). The BS buffers the data and sends Acks to the sender. It also takes responsibility 

for transferring the data to MH. TCP may not be the compulsory link between BS-MH.  

 

M-TCP [43] also splits up the connection into FH to BS and BS to MH between FH and 

MH. Whenever the BS detects a disconnection or packet loss, it sends back an ACK to the 
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sender with zero window size to force the sender into persist mode without dropping the 

congestion window.  After MH has ACKed data, the BS relays ACKs back to the sender, 

and otherwise waits. Although M-TCP splits the connection into two parts, it still 

maintains end-to-end semantics. 

 

 These two solutions for TCP in a wireless network have some drawbacks. In both of these 

schemes, the BSs should have a large buffer and high processing capacity to satisfy the 

demand of cache packets and retransmission of the lost packets. Once MH needs to be 

handed off to the nearby cellular cell, the entire state of the connection and the buffered 

data needs to be handed off to the new BS as well. Data overhead and packet loss will 

make the handover severely intolerant from time point of view [44]   

Due to the reason, these schemes are not suitable in the mobile handover situation. 

 

End-to-end approaches: TCP-westwood is one of the solutions mentioned in [45]. It works 

well in a system with long RTT (Round trip time) and thus not only for wireless networks. 

TCP-westwood follows the basic Reno behavior different from the traditional TCP which 

follows the Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD). It is different than the 

conventional multiplicative decrease scheme that cwnd (congestion window) and ssthresh 

(slow-start threshold) are settled based on the measured Bandwidth Estimation (BWE). By 

monitoring the ACK reception rate, TCP sender continuously evaluate the packet rate of 

the connection. Those values will be used to compute cwnd and ssthresh settings during 

the congestion event. Although the speedy recovery is guaranteed, this scheme is still not 

suitable for vertical handover for the reason that each link of the hybrid networks has a 

different data rate.  The estimated value calculated in the former network is of no use in 

the new network. The paper [46] suggests a Freeze-TCP scheme to avoid degrading 

performance caused by handovers. In this scheme, the receiver sends a Zero Window 

Advertisement (ZWA) to the sender when handover is impending. ZWA gives the 

command to the sender to shrink the congestion window size to 1 and seize timeouts.  All 

timeout timers in the sender are stopped and data transmission is halted after ZWA comes. 

Right after the finishing of the handover, the receiver sends 3 Dup_ACKs with available 

receive window size. The sender restarts the data transmission by following the former 
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congestion window size. Drastic shrinkage of the congestion window size is avoided so 

that the throughput has been increased in this scheme. Longer disconnection time has 

better performance when this scheme works in. This scheme is suitable for a horizontal 

handover between homogeneous mobile networks, not a vertical handover between 

heterogeneous mobile networks. It is not appropriate to resume the transmission with the 

congestion window size set in the old network after entering a disparate wireless access 

network. 

  

All these schemes mentioned above are effective on heterogeneous networks with wired 

and wireless links.  

 

7.2 TCP for Seamless Vertical Handover 

 

As mentioned in the survey mentioned in the last section, the main issue in hybrid network 

with wired and wireless links is to hide packet losses on the wireless link from the sender. 

The sender will neglect these errors without decreasing the data rate as real network 

congestion appears. Different wireless mobile networks, have quite different data capacity 

and transmission coverage. So when they are integrated in a hybrid network, it is 

intractable to adjust the sender’s data rate from one network to another. A drastic change 

in data rate will occur when a MH is approaching a handover such like a from WLAN to 

3G cellular network due to the differing bandwidths they provide. Authentication 

procedure may become complicated when entering a new environment, thus the latency in 

vertical handover may be worse than the traditional handover. To deal with this fact, a 

TCP sender needs to halt the data transmission when the impending handover comes to 

avoid timeout and packet losses. 

Another proposal for a TCP scheme comes from [31]. I this scheme, they start in the slow 

state when the handover is accomplished using the option field in a TCP header for 

indication an impending HO.  
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TCP has two states: Slow Start (SS) state in which a sender increases the data rate 

exponentially, and the Congestion Avoidance (CA) state in which the sender increases the 

data rate linearly. The idea in this scheme is to freeze TCP during handover and restart the 

data transmission in SS state after handover has finished. Before and after the vertical HO 

happens, the network environment changes drastically in a new wireless network. Starting 

in a SS state will help to improve the performance and estimate the feasible bandwidth in 

the new network, far better than starting with the same bandwidth used in the original 

wireless network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                      Figure  7.1 Layers and RRC 

As shown in Figure 7.1, the physical layer in MH measures RSS (Received signal strength) 

and its velocity, then reports to the RRS module which will determine the handover 

triggering time and notify the impending handover to the TCP layer. Data flow directions 

are depicted in the figure, control signals all come from or toward the RRC (Radio 

Resource Control), User data transmits through Application, TCP/IP,MAC layer and 

Physical layer the same way in 3G networks and WLAN.  
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In the proposed scheme, TCP uses an optional field header to distinguish the handover 

situation into three statuses: no Handover, horizontal Handover, and vertical Handover. 

The TCP receiver sends an ACK in order to setup the handover type in the HO optional 

field when a handover is impending.  As soon as the handover has finished, it sends 

another ACK which changes the HO optional field into no HO mode to continue the data 

transmission without waiting for a timeout.  The ACK message for an impending HO can 

be transferred multiple times to guarantee that it is being received.  

The TCP sender monitors the HO option field and adjusts its congestion window size. If it 

detects that a horizontal handover is coming, the TCP sender stops the timeout timer and 

suspends data transmission until the handover is completed. The TCP sender resumes data 

transmission at the CA state, preserves the former congestion window size used before in 

the same wireless environment. If a vertical HO is occurring, the TCP sender freezes the 

timeout timer and holds the data transmission. After the handover is finished, the TCP 

sender resumes data transmission at the SS state with the cwnd=1 to fulfill the available 

bandwidth estimation.   

 

7.3 Simulation and Performance for the Proposed TCP Scheme  

Under the indication of the original reference mentioned above, we reconstructed the 

suggested scenario with the same indexes and parameters in 3G and WLAN systems to 

test the feasibility and authenticity of the proposed TCP Scheme under ns-2 simulation 

environment. [31] 

After several technical discussions with Lei Chen (PhD student in the Division of 

Communication and Transport Systems, Department of Science and Technology, 

Linköping Institute of Technology), we thought it might be possible to re-perform the 

scenario. Under the original assumption, we fixed the data rate within a WLAN network 

to 2Mbps and end-to end RTT over a WLAN network to 100 msec, and the data rate in 3G 

cellular networks to 144 kbps and end-to-end RTT over a 3G cellular network to 300 msec. 

By following the pseudo code offered in the published paper, we reconstructed the testing 
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scenario, verified the proposal and our results then confirmed the conclusion made in the 

source paper. 

Due to the similar result that we got compared to the original paper, we will use the 

presented result from the source which assumes the handover occurs at 70 sec and finish at 

73 sec to exam the downward vertical handover from a 3G cellular network to a WLAN.  

The following figures show the congestion window versus time and sequence number 

versus time separately in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 [31] for a downward vertical handover. 

Figure7.4 [31] presents the sequence number versus time for an upward vertical handover. 

Green line shows the result when the sender restarts the transmission at CA state with the 

old window size from the proposed Freeze TCP scheme. The red line shows the 

simulation result with the proposed scheme in the reference.  

 

 

        Figure  7.2 Congestion Window Size vs. Time for downward vertical handover [31] 
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                   Figure  7.3 Sequence No. vs. Time for downward handover [31] 
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               Figure  7.4 Sequence No. vs. Time for upward handover [31] 

The available bandwidth will drastically increase after a downward vertical handover from 

a 3G cellular network to WLAN.  Since there is no method to make a TCP sender aware 

about the increased bandwidth, the sender does not use the full bandwidth in WLAN 

which has abundance bandwidth supply.  The performance of the proposed scheme shows 

that the TCP sender can re-estimate the available bandwidth and increase the data rate 

seconds ahead compared to the Freeze TCP scheme. 
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8 Vertical Handover with SCTP Proposal  
 

The Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [47] [48] is a next generation transport 

layer protocol for the Internet. By applying the multi-homing feature and the latest 

dynamic address reconfiguration (DAR) extension of SCTP [49], this scheme can also 

support Vertical Handover for UMTS/ WLAN heterogeneous system according to the 

proposed scheme which we mentioned in the last chapter. For the SCTP- based mobility 

scheme, there are advantages we should mention before introducing the procedures. The 

first one is that there is no third party other than the end-points participated in the 

handover. Secondly, it can support concurrent usage of any type of access routers. The last 

advantage is that there is no need to add any extra network components in the intermediate 

router.  In [50] [51], two types of configurations have been proposed to support handover 

based on SCTP: single homing asymmetric configuration and dual homing symmetric 

configuration.   

8.1 Mobile SCTP   

The idea of multi-homing [48] in SCTP means a single endpoint can support multiple 

connections with different interfaces and IP addresses simultaneously. SCTP endpoints 

exchange lists of IP addresses during the initiation of an association. By using the new 

proposed SCTP DAR extension [49] during the association, the endpoints’ address list 

changing scheme makes the seamless handover possible to apply [50]. SCTP with the 

DAR extension is so called Mobile SCTP (M-SCTP) [50]. SCTP DAR enables the SCTP 

endpoints to add, delete and change primary IP address dynamically during the association 

by using Address Configuration (ASCONF) chunks. During the introduction, a client-

server model is used to explain the seamless vertical handover at a Mobile Client between 

UMTS and WLAN using M-SCTP, here the other endpoint is a Fixed Server (FS).  The 

handover configuration is shown in Figure 8.1. 
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         Figure  8.1 Vertical Handover through SCTP 

IP mobility can be divided into issues of location management and handover management. 

[51] Two types of sessions are considered in M-SCTP: sessions originated at MCs towards 

FS and sessions originated at FS towards MCs. Since the first type fits well in the client-

server model, the proposed scheme investigated will only consider this scenario.  

8.2 Property by using SCTP for Vertical Handover  

 

Since the SCTP has the multi-homing feature, it does not matter if the endpoint’s network 

interfaces belong to the same technology or not. When a connection to the Internet via IP 

can be established through one interface, this interface can be added into the current 

association via its IP.  M-SCTP provides an end-to-end soft handover solution for mobility 

management to support UMTS/WLAN integration. It makes the entire network 

architecture simpler by working without any additional entities.  
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Figure 8.2 depicts the architecture of Vertical Handover by using M-SCTP. There is an 

assumption for the vertical handover between UMTS and WLAN cell that the MC should 

be able to obtain a new IP when it access a WLAN cell implemented either by DHCP or 

Stateless Address Auto-configuration in IPv6 network.  There are some requirements for 

SCTP to support Vertical Handover. First, MC and FS have to be equipped with M-SCTP 

implementation. Secondly, dual-mode support of both UMTS and WLAN at the physical 

and data link layer should be fulfilled in MC. The third one is that the roaming agreement 

between UMTS and WLAN has resolved the issues on Authentication Authorization 

Accounting (AAA), subscriber identification and QoS provision caused by the change of 

access network.  

 

Figure  8.2 Architecture of UMTS/WLAN Vertical Handover by Applying M-SCTP [52] 

8.3 Proposed M-SCTP Vertical Handover Scheme  
 

To support Vertical Handover, the FS may be configured in two scenarios, one is single 

homing in which FS provides only one IP to support the handover, another one is dual 

homing that means FS allows more than one IP to support the MC. Procedures of these 

two are shown in  Figure 8.3 [52] and Figure 8.4 [52] separately. Three main steps are: 
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Add IP address, Vertical Handover Triggering and Delete IP Address. Here, UMTS to 

WLAN Vertical Handover is shown in the upper part and the reverse direction is in the 

lower part of each figure. The IP Add/ Delete algorithm follows the model introduced in 

Appendix.  

For single-homing FS: When MC moves into a WLAN cell within the coverage of a 

UMTS cell, it obtains a new IP address WLAN_IP. Add IP Address process allows MC to 

notify FS the new IP address. The vertical handover from UMTS to WLAN is triggered by 

an ASCONF sent by MC with parameter type set to “Set Primary Address”. Vertical 

handover from WLAN to UMTS is triggered either by a “Set Primary Address” request 

sent from MC or by the failure of MC’ WLAN connection. Due to the handshake process, 

the vertical handover delay can be calculated as [52]:  

 

              

 

 

            BW means Bandwidth  

After WLAN to UMTS Vertical Handover Triggering process, if MC loses the signal from 

WLAN cell, the Delete IP Address process will be applied.  MC sends an ASCONF with 

parameter type set to “Delete IP Address” to request FS to release WLAN_IP from its host 

routing table. MC will delete WLAN_IP from the address list once it receives ACK from 

FS. WLAN_IP will be released from the association. 

 Dual-homing FS procedure has two differences compared to single-homing FS.   

 Add/Delete IP Address process: 

In the dual homing configuration, FS responds to MC’s adding/deleting IP address request 

with an ACK, FS bundles an ASCONF to request MC to add/delete the FS’s secondary IP 
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address into/from the association. [52] MC sends ACK to confirm that the Add/Delete IP 

Address process has been completed.  

Vertical handover Triggering process:  

For the reason that MC and FS are in dual homing configuration, MC can set the FS’s 

secondary address as the primary destination in the host routing table then send data via 

the new link. Due to the reason that the handshake process time has been saved, the 

vertical handover delay =  
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       Figure  8.3 Vertical Handover procedures (FS is in single home configuration) [52] 
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       Figure  8.4 Vertical Handover procedures (FS in dual homing configuration) [52] 

8.4 Simulation Result analysis and Comparison with TCP Proposal   

 
The simulation work done in [52] was implemented under the ns-2 version 2.1b8 [53] with 

SCTP module [54] developed by the University of Delaware. The bandwidths are set to be 

384 kbps for UMTS link and 2 Mbps for WLAN link. The network propagation delay is 

set to 100 ms. VHO Triggering process is activated at 5 s. Figure 8.5 shows the 

performance for vertical handover from UMTS to WLAN, when FS is in single homing 

configuration, the delay is 533 ms, and when FS is in dual homing configuration is 234 ms. 

Since MC can trigger a vertical handover by directly setting the FS’s secondary address, 

the vertical handover delay is reduced by about 300 ms to 234 ms. Figure 8.6 shows that 

the delay from WLAN to UMTS is 513ms in single homing configuration and is reduced 

to 212 ms in dual homing configuration. 
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                            Figure  8.5 Delay performance from UMTS to WLAN [52] 
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                  Figure  8.6 Delay performance from WLAN to UMTS [52] 

Figure 8.7 shows that for the vertical handovers in both directions, the throughput (number 

of bits received/time) of FS in dual homing configuration is much higher than that of FS in 

single homing configuration. It is mainly because MC and FS are operated in the 

symmetric multi-homed configuration which enables easy distinction of the two paths 

between MC and FS. The redundant path can help to provide fault tolerance to the data 

transmission during handover. [52] It is noted in their simulations that the buffered data 

are sent at both old and new connections when a change-over occurs. The packet loss and 

high data transmission delay can be avoided.  
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            Figure  8.7 Throughput performance relating to vertical handover in SCTP [52] 

 

The left part of Figure 8.8 is the shrinked picture of Figure 7.3 which depicts the sequence 

number versus time concerning the Freeze TCP scheme (green line) and the proposed TCP 

scheme (red line) in the downlink. The right part of Figure 8.8 is the shrinked version of 

Figure 8.5. Figure 8.9 is the latency comparison for the uplink between TCP and SCDP.   

From the left picture we know that after the vertical handover happens, the proposed TCP 

scheme can increase the data rate much faster than the Freeze TCP scheme. The 

reseachers made an assumption when they implemented the simulation work that 

handover occurs at 70 sec and is completed at 73 sec. There is no clear experimental 

conclusion that the breaking time during the vertical handover is larger/shorter than 3 sec.  

Later we found another simulation results from [56] about the seamless handover in TCP. 

In this paper, the handover latency is tested for two scenarios. The difference of the two 

senarios is that the network propagation delay is set to be 5 ms and 150 ms separately. The 

version of TCP they used is Reno which does not support seamless handover. The 

alternative scheme in this paper is Reno regional registration (Reno-RR) which supports 

seamless handover. Our focus is to check through the handover latencies in each scenario. 

We find that when the propagation delay is 5 ms, mean latenciy for Reno is from  512.4 

ms to 530 ms varied by following the changes of break off period in the physical layer. 

With Reno-RR, this range is from 460.9 ms to 517.7 ms. When the propagation delay is 
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150 ms, handover latency with Reno is from 1020.6 ms to 1052 ms, and Reno-RR is from 

480.6 ms to 529.5 ms.  

From the data we collected,  we have to say that we can not draw a definite conclusion 

about which scheme among the TCP proposed schemes mentioned in Chapter 7, the Reno-

RR, and the SCTP in dual homing configuration has the best delay performance in the 

downlink. Logically, Freeze TCP should have test result close to Reno-RR, we may need 

to prove the assumption in the future work. Until now, the relationships of the delay 

performance beween the six (freeze TCP scheme, TCP proposed scheme, SCTP in single 

homing, SCTP in dual homing, Reno, Reno-RR ) are: 

In here, we use “>” to denote  “better than”. 

Here  is the comparison conclution shown  in cited papers: 

TCP proposed scheme > freeze TCP scheme 

Reno-RR > Reno 

SCTP in dual homing configuration > SCTP in single homing configuration 

Since Reno doesn’t have any seamless mode, we assume it has the longest delay time. 

Obviously, we can see that  SCTP in dual homing configuration has better performance 

(234 ms) compared to Reno-RR (maximum 460.9 ms). For the delay with 533 ms of the 

SCTP in single homing configuration a delay is longer than the delay in Reno-

RR( maximum 529.5 ms).  

Of course we know that the setting of all parameters during the simulation work may 

affect the test results and the comparison may not truly represent the real performance of  

each scheme. Here, we still give our assumption regarding the sequence of the delay 

comparison result with the most possible way. It may help our further research in this field.     

  SCTP in dual homing configuration > Reno-RR > SCTP in single homing configuration 

> TCP proposed scheme > Freeze TCP scheme > Reno      
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Figure  8.8 Comparison of the uplink delay performances between TCP and SCTP [31][52] 

 

Figure  8.9 Comparison of the downlink delay performances between TCP and SCTP 
[31][52] 
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9 Summary and Works in Future 
 

In this paper, we first presented a general introduction for contemporary wireless and 

cellular systems. We compared the characteristics for each kind of system. Study of the 

handover is mainly focused on UMTS, WiMAX, and Wi-Fi. Hard handover, soft 

handover, softer handover definitions and implementations are presented. The handover 

procedures in UMA system are explained. For MIH, we first come up with the 

explanations on horizontal handover and vertical handover, then discuss the structure of 

hybrid handover.  A scheme based on Multi-interface Alternatively Used is presented. 

This proposal supports network interface selection and is one implementation of the IEEE 

802.21 framework.  TCP/ SCTP proposals in MIH hybrid network are discussed. Vertical 

handover steps in both TCP and SCTP are mentioned. M-SCTP concept and Add/delete IP 

mechanisms in SCTP are described. Simulation results from other published research 

papers are presented and compared for selecting a best performing scheme. Later work 

should continue to study the proposed schemes and try to modify or optimize some parts 

of the deployments in the proposal, and to simulate the modified ones to see the 

differences.  
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11 Appendix 
 

Address Handing Model Description from [52] 

 

In [50], the paper presents an abstract address-handling model. Using this model definition 

makes the discussion on address handling and handover processing easier to follow. 

An SCTP association is the transport layer connection that SCTP provides to the endpoints. 

There are two endpoints and two address sets known by the peers [52] in an association. 

An association A between two endpoints E1 and E2 is given by: 

A = [E1: Addr (E1) ; E2: Addr (E2)]. 

In IP implementations, the outgoing interface of a multihomed host is often determined by 

the destination IP address. The mapping of outgoing source IP address and destination 

address is done by a lookup in the host routing table maintained by the operating system 

[10]. Assume an endpoint E has m source IP addresses: s_IP1, …, s_IPm and its peer has n 

IP addresses: d_IP1,…, d_IPn in the association. The primary path in the association is the 

connection between s_IP1 and d_IP1. Then the host routing table of the endpoint E can be 

expressed as: 

RT(E) = [(s_IP1,d_IP1) ; (s_IP2,d_IP2),…,(s_IPm,d_IPn)]. 

Note that the primary IP address pair is separated from secondary IP address pairs with a 

“;”. When m ≠ n, the address mappings are not in one-to-one correspondence. We now 

apply this model to summarize the key address handling features implemented in SCTP 

DAR extension. We use the configuration in Fig. 1 as an example, where the association A 

is given by: 

A = [MC: Addr(MC); FS: Addr(FS)]. 

1) Add IP Address: 

• Before Add IP Address process: 

Addrold(MC) = {MC_IP1} and Addr(FS) = {FS_IP1} 

RTold (MC) = [(MC_IP1, FS_IP1)] 

RTold (FS) = [(FS_IP1, MC_IP1)] 

• After Add IP Address process (MC’s new IP address 
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MC_IP2 is added to the association): 

Addrnew(MC) = Addrold(MC) U {MC_IP2}={MC_IP1,MC_IP2} 

RTnew (MC) = [(MC_IP1, FS_IP1)] 

RTnew (FS) = [(FS_IP1, MC_IP1); (FS_IP1, MC_IP2)] 

2) Delete IP Address: 

• Before Delete IP Address process: 

Addrold(MC) = {MC_IP1, MC_IP2} and Addr(FS) = {FS_IP1} 

RTold (MC) = [(MC_IP1, FS_IP1)] 

RTold (FS) = [(FS_IP1, MC_IP1); (FS_IP1, MC_IP2)] 

• After Delete IP Address process (MC’s address MC_IP2 is deleted from the association): 

Addrnew(MC) = Addrold(MC) - {MC_IP2}= {MC_IP1} 

RTnew (MC) = [(MC_IP1, FS_IP1)] 

RTnew (FS) = [(FS_IP1, MC_IP1)] 

3) Set Primary Address: 

• Before Set Primary Address process: 

Addr(MC) = {MC_IP1, MC_IP2} and Addr(FS) = {FS_IP1, FS_IP2} 

RTold (MC) = [(MC_IP1, FS_IP1);(MC_IP2, FS_IP2)] 

RTold (FS) = [(FS_IP1, MC_IP1);(FS_IP2, MC_IP2)] 

• After Set Primary Address process (MC requests FS to set address MC_IP2 as the 

primary address): 

RTnew (MC) = [(MC_IP2, FS_IP2); (MC_IP1, FS_IP1)] 

RTnew (FS) = [(FS_IP2, MC_IP2); (FS_IP1, MC_IP1)] 
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